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My name is Gavin DeVore Leonard. I am the State Director of One Ohio Now, a coalition
of 103 partner organizations – health and human service organizations, labor unions,
and other advocacy groups – whose members total over 1 million Ohioans. One Ohio
Now advocates on state budget and tax policy issues with a focus on ensuring a fair and
adequate revenue system to meet Ohio’s needs.
I am here today to share our coalition’s positions on the tax provisions of the proposed
budget, as well as to comment on some of the underlying assumptions of the Governor’s
proposal. I’ll share why we believe it is clear that a new conversation about how to grow
our economy needs to take place, given the reality we are facing in Ohio. A sober look
at our state shows significant fiscal and quality of life issues for all of us to grapple with.
To begin, I’ll share our perspective on the main components of HB49. We share the
widely expressed concerns with the large tax shift from income to sales and other taxes.
We are concerned about shifting to an even more regressive revenue system in Ohio,
though we do appreciate the nod to mitigation through changes to personal exemptions
and the low-income credit. We are open to the concept of sales tax base expansion when
it is not used to fund an income tax increase. Though there are reasons to be concerned
about sales tax leading to increased regressivity, we believe that this effect could be
neutralized through credits or other mechanisms. The proposal suggests removal of
some tax expenditures. We are supportive of limiting tax expenditures and generally
believe in the review and elimination of any costly loopholes that could be better invested
for all Ohioans. We support the modernization of our tax code through severance tax
increases. Lastly, we are concerned about the regressivity of cigarette and tobacco tax
increases, while recognizing the public health impacts that may result, and would direct
any additional income to other sources instead of income tax reductions.
Our tax policy in Ohio directly impacts our ability to invest in solving problems and creating
solutions now and into the future. So, while the large shift – and the proposals that make
it up – is likely to be rejected here in the House, we are heartened to hear of broad
agreement in terms of key investment priorities like the opiate epidemic. We believe
that the opiate epidemic in Ohio requires dedicated resources for things like addiction
services, children’s services, drug courts and other law enforcement needs, as well as to
ensure pathways back to productivity through well-paying jobs and affordable housing.
Without adequate revenue streams, we cannot invest to solve problems like the opiate
epidemic.

Beyond what we hope will be a short-term problem with opiates in Ohio, there are longterm challenges that point to the need for a high-functioning revenue system. The
Governor titled his plan “Building on the Next Generation,” yet the budget does not
meaningfully address at least two of the building blocks of a strong economy and a strong
future: education and infrastructure. While K-12 funding cuts to roughly ½ of the state’s
districts have received the most attention (and we are concerned about those cuts), we
are not talking about what resources our elementary and high schools need to be able
to succeed in the 21st century. We are not talking about the investments in pre-k that
have great return on investment potential and allow us to keep up with states like Florida
and Oklahoma that have made it universally accessible. And we are not talking about
investments in higher education that will address high tuition and other costs that have
left us as at 45th in affordability based on a recent University of Pennsylvania study. With
the clear tie between educational attainment and wage growth, we have to make this a
priority. In addition to education, our infrastructure needs are substantial and growing, and
also provide serious opportunity for return on investment. From repairing and replacing
structurally deficient roads and bridges to getting broadband internet access to every
corner of the state, infrastructure provides the backbone of the economy for businesses
and individuals alike. Upon release of its infrastructure report with Ernst & Young in 2011,
the Urban Land Institute’s Maureen McAvey said in the Wall Street Journal, “We’re going
to absolutely see winners and losers. States and cities that invest in infrastructure will
move ahead, while those that are unwilling or unable to will fall behind. A reliable and
functioning infrastructure is critical to economic competitiveness.”
We have to rebuild our revenue system with these needs in consideration.
Ohio is not alone in facing these challenges, and we’re not alone in attempting solutions.
Our neighbor Indiana’s governor and legislature are considering a gas tax increase.
They are one of over a dozen states looking to raise revenue for infrastructure needs.
But the biggest change happening on revenue issues in the country is in Kansas. Major
income and business tax cuts, similar to Ohio’s, have been the hallmark of Kansas under
current Governor Brownback. Unfortunately, these massive changes have not brought
the anticipated growth and the state finds itself in a precarious financial position, with
major budget gaps to close. In the past several weeks, both the House and Senate
passed income tax rate increases and voted to do away with the business tax cuts that
have taken fire from both the left and the right (and similar to the changes we’ve made
here in the past few years). Governor Brownback vetoed the proposed fixes, followed by
the Kansas House of Representatives’ override and then the Senate came 3 votes shy.
The spotlight is on the state as Moody’s raised concerns about further credit downgrades
and their Supreme Court ruled that hundreds of millions of dollars must be put into the
school system. This should be a cautionary tale that we take seriously in Ohio.
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So how do we grow an economy, especially when our budget is flat? While it would be
great if there was a silver bullet solution, the research points to the fundamentals: investing
in education and infrastructure – in addition to providing a high quality of life through other
services – so that everyone has a shot at success. A high-quality workforce and strong
infrastructure are nearly always at the top of business’ needs for success. These are the
basics that we need if we want our economy to grow. And economic growth, particularly
when it means median income growth, can have serious impact on nearly every major
metric of success in the state, from health to poverty and education to inequality.
Our coalition was formed to talk about the big picture. We started in 2010, when everyone
knew that the stimulus money was running out and revenue changes that began in 2005
were taking their toll on tax receipts. At the time, our hope was to see a balanced approach
to balancing the budget that included both tax increases and budget cuts to fix the budget.
Now, 12 years after our most significant tax changes in a generation, it looks like our state
will need to change direction. While we are open to discussing any credible, data-driven
strategy that can lead to economic growth and prosperity for all Ohioans, we hope that
now is the time to have a new conversation about creating the future our children and
grandchildren deserve.
Thank you for your time, I’d be happy to answer any questions.
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